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Abstract-In 1986 R. Balasubramanian, J . Deshouillers, and F . Dress proved that g(4) = 19 in a
framework of classical Waring's problem, that is any natural n 8 I is a sum of 19 biquadrates of
non-negative integers. This paper proves an analogue for sums of biquadrates of positive integers :
g(1, 4) = 21, that is any natural n D I is a sum of exactly s biquadrates of positive integers by an arbitrary
s 3 21, except for the trivially unrepresentable numbers, 1, 2, . . . , s - 1, and those of the form, s + z,
z e Z(1, 4), where Z(1, 4) is a special finite, so-called invariant set for sums of fourth powers of positive
integers . Earlier the author proved that g(l,2) = 6 and g(l, 3) = 14, and obtained the corresponding
invariant sets, Z(1,2) and Z(l, 3). A so-called cognitive (that is knowledge-generating) interactive
computer graphics (ICG) played a role both in formulating and in the proof of the results . Colour-musical
ICG-images (so-called pythograms) of invariant sets, Z(l, r), r = 2, 3, 4, are given here first .
In 1986 Balasubramanian et al. [1] proved that g(4) = 19 in classical Waring's problem for 4th
powers of non-negative integers. Here I obtain an analogous result for 4th powers of positive
integers .
In 1982 I first formulated [2, 3] and in 1983 proved strictly [4] the following generalization of
Waring's problem .
Consider the problem about representing of natural numbers, n > 1, by sums
n = t n,, all n, ,> m,
	
(1)
1= t
where integer r > 2, s > 1, and m 3 0 is a fixed integer .
For arbitrary m i 0, r > 2, and s > 1, we define the following two families of sets of natural
numbers :
N(m,r,s)=in >s •m '+1:n # En,, n,,>my,
)))
S
Z(m,r)= fn >I :n#E(n,-m') for all s,>1,n;>m
and the following two arithmetic functions :
G(m, r) = Arg min {IN(m, r, s)l < oo},
,
g(m, r) = Arg min {IN(m, r, s)j _ JZ(m, r)j},
where JXJ denotes the number of elements of an arbitrary set, X .
It is easy to see that when m = 0 we have G(0, r) = G(r) and g(0, r) = g(r) for all r 3 2, where
G(r) and g(r) are the well-known functions of classical Waring's problem .
In [4] the following statement was proved .
Theorem I
For any m 3 0, r 3 2 there exist : (1) a smallest number of summands in equation (1), g(m, r) ;
and (2) a finite invariant set, Z(m, r), such that for all s > g(m, r),
N(m,r,s)={s .m'+z : zeZ(m,r)} .
From the definition of sets, Z(m, r), it is easy, now, to see that when m = 0 then Z(0, r) = 0,
for all r ?, 2, and we have, formally, from Theorem 1 :
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Hilbert's theorem
For m = 0 and for any r > 2 there exists a smallest number of summands in (1), g(0, r)=g(r),
such that for all s >g(0, r)
N(0, r, s) _ 0.
But it is necessary to underline here that the case m = 0 is the base for the proof of
Theorem I by induction on m = 1, 2. . . .
Now consider some particular cases of Theorem 1 . In 1933 Pall [5] proved the case, m = 1, r = 2,
by classical method.
Pall's theorem
g(1, 2) = 6, that is for m = 1, r = 2 and for any s > 6 any natural number, n > 1, can be
represented as a sum of exactly s squares of positive integers
• =±n;, n,>1,
except for the trivially unrepresentable numbers, 1, 2,,. s - 1, and those of the form, s + z,
where
zeZ(1,2)=(1,2,4,5,7,10,13) .
Obviously that Pall's theorem is the generalization of classical Lagrange's theorem
[m = 0, g(0, 2) = 4] to the case of sums of squares of positive integers (m = 1) .
In 1981 I proved the case, n = 1, r = 3, by some new computer method .
Theorem 2
g(1, 3) = 14, that is for m = 1, r = 3 and for any s > 14 any natural number, n > 1, can be
represented as a sum of exactly s cubes of positive integers,
J
•
=In,
, n; > 1,
except for the trivially unrepresentable numbers, 1, 2, . . . , s - l, and those of the form s + z,
where
z e Z(1, 3) = (1-6,8-13,15-20,22-25,27, 29-32,34, . . ., 142, 149} .
It is easy to see that this theorem is the generalization of classical Wieferich's theorem
[m = 0, g(0, 3) = 9] to the case of sums of cubes of positive integers (m = 1) .
At last, recently I have proved the following generalization of classical Balasubramanian's result
[m = 0, g(0, 4) = 19] to the case of sums of biquadrates of positive integers (m = 1) .
Theorem 3
g(1, 4) = 21, that is for m = 1, r = 4, and for any s > 21 any natural number, n > 1, can be
represented as a sum of exactly s biquadrates of positive integers,
3
• =~n f^ , n,>1,
except for the trivially unrepresentable numbers, 1, 2, . . . , s - 1, and those of the form, s + z,
where
z e Z(1, 4) = { 1-14,16-29, 31-44,46-40, . . ., 2641} .
The invariant sets, Z(1, 2), Z(1, 3), and Z(1, 4), are shown in Fig . 1 . This colour-musical images
or so-called pythograms of the invariant sets were constructed in a framework of DSNT-
system-the cognitive (knowledge-generating) man-machine Dialogy ICG-System for investiga-
tions in additive Number Theory (more detailed see in [6]) .
The computer proof of all such kind of theorems is based on the following general statement .
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Fig. 1. Each of the pythograms represents the segment, A=[1,n"], of the series of natural numbers :
1, 2,3, . . . , n". There is the following I-1-correspondence between every small square, b,,, which belongs
to ith row and jth column, and the corresponding natural number,
n e A :
b,
. n,=(i-t)%L+j,
where L is a modulus of the given pythogram or, simply, a number of columns in it, Father, if b s is white
then the corresponding
n, e Z(I, r), if b 4 is black then
n ¢ Z(I, r), r = 2, 3, 4 . On a computer display the
white colour is green and the black is red, and each small square makes its own music when it first appears
on a screen . That is why such colour-musical images of abstract theoretical-number objects were named
as pythograms, that is rlYOArOPA£-grams .
Theorem 4
For any m>1,r>2,
if
there exists a natural, n*(m,r), with the property,
9
n *(m, r)_ (nS-(m-1)'),
for all s = se , so + 1, se + 2, . . . , s„
where
si - so>g(m - 1,r),
then
any natural n > n. (m, r) can be represented as a sum,
, .
n=Zn;, n,>m, s*=g(m-l,r)+sa,
that is
G(m, r) <g(m - 1, r)+so ,
where
n, > m,
na(m, r)=n*(m, r)+(g(m -1, r)+so ) • (m -
I = max {Z(m - 1, r)} .
r
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Table 1 . Some results for small MM and R
in yeaerabzed Waring's problem
1 . Deshouillers,
F. Drees et d, 1986)
In a framework of the DSNT-system I found that the smallest values of n *(I, r) for r = 2, 3, 4,
are
By Theorem 4, it is enough to give a new computer proof of Pall's theorem and to prove
Theorems 2 and 3 .
Moreover, this common method allowed us to prove all results concerning exact values of g(m, r)
for m = 1/10, r = 2, 3, which earlier were published as computer conjectures in [2] .
In Table 1 we summarize the above received results for small m and r in comparison with the
corresponding classical results.
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R M =0: all n, aou-negeuu integers M - 1 : all n, positive integer.
2 G(0,2)=4 (Gauss, 1801) G(1,2)-5
(G . Pall, 1933)
2 g(0,2)=4 (Lagange, 1770) g(l,2)=6
(G . Pall, 1933)
3 G(0, 3)
fi 7
(Yu . Linnik, 1942) G(1,3)4 9 (A
. Zenkin, 1988)
3 g(0,3)=9 (A . Wielerich, 1909) g(l,3)= 14 (A
. Zenkin, 1981)
4 G(0,4)=16 (Davenport, 1939)
G(1,4)< 18
(A
. Zenkin, 1988)
4 g(0,4)=19 (R . Balasubramanian, g(1,4)=21 (A . Zenkin, 1988)
ne(1,2)=169 so =1, s,>20;
ne(1,3)=1072, so =2, sl >20;
r.'(1, 4) = 77,900,162, se = 2, s, > 25 .
